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Thread starter dancingbear Start date Sep 26, Good evening, I am thinking of buying into the
Mercedes world and I know from previous experience the best place to get genuine opinions is
to ask enthusiasts. I really enjoy petrol cars and rear wheel drive has come as a really pleasant
surprise. I am thinking of moving the Audi on for a petrol C Class estate say It is likely I would
be looking for the either in manual or auto. I also like the the look of the Sport model but would
not discount other derivatives. I would appreciate some good solid advice about the petrol
marks and in particular any known faults turbos, injectors, electrical gremlins etc Also, driving
experience and reliability with the auto and manual box would also be appreciated. I have pretty
much discounted the diesel as I would plan on keeping the car for years and I do not do enough
mileage to make sure the dpf would get a good clean. Please all advice welcome. Just avoid that
engine, yes if you can go for the face lift with many improvements. If you are unsure of what
engine when you look at cars, ask the seller if the or , the is fast and economical. Re the gear
box, some 7g boxes can give hard changes, so do a few gentle stop starts up to about 30mph,
then a few hard ones, it should give smooth changes. Most complains are from gear 1 to 2.
Joined Dec 9, Messages 10 Reaction score 0. I also run a W 2. Forget buying a petrol c class
and get the diesel variant. My W is refined, the build quality and handling is superb, the
specifications is fab and she does over 50 mph. The 7 speed auto with paddles and tiptronic is
like silk and the Sport mode on the gearbox is amazing. Merc 4 cylinder diesels are rough.
Nissan Renault units are way better. What petrol 1 series have you got? A i twin turbo? Did they
still make the C when the facelift arrived? That would be my choice, the difference between the
sweet 6cyl and the 4cyl cars consumption wise is minimal and it makes it a proper Merc. I would
not bother going manual, that is one area that I feel Mercedes are not great, they aren't those
sort of cars imho. Halfdan Active Member. BMW Z3 2. Halfdan said:. Talking of BM's, where I
live, no one ever lifts the bonnet or does maintenance of any kind themselves I'm sure they
think I'm odd because I do tend to tinker with the car a fair bit so it was a bit of a shock when I
saw next door draining the last few drops of oil into the engine. I went over to congratulate him
but noticed that 1 Ltr of oil went into the coolant header tank :Oops: I pointed this out and he
got the AA out to flush it. Good job he didn't drive it I suppose. Not sure what it would have
done though. Never seen it happen before. Anyway, I notice that these BM's also use a simplex
timing chain as per M Did a search for any recent M chain failures and found two. One hadn't
had any maintenance for two and a half years and the other was driven around with the oil
warning light on. BTW, don't discount the manual box. It's smooth as butter and has precise
shifting. Took me a while to track one down. Don't know about earlier models. Diesel is a waste
of time at that mileage, and the 4cyl Merc diesels are very rough, especially coming from a
BMW, and even more so coming from a petrol! What about something like this Last edited: Sep
29, The guy round the corner from me had a C on a and he used to see 29mpg average from it,
he now has a C and is seeing 34mpg average from it. The newer one has the 7g gearbox but he
said you can feel the is far less laboured. Hence why I posted a link to that C when you were
asking about C and C's. Dancing Bear, I think we've acertained that M's will all explode into a
thousand pieces but does it bother you that the BMW 1 series also has a simplex chain? Also,
the VAG 2. I had one prior to the Merc. Also, didn't the M have balance shaft sprocket
problems? Might be resolved now. Don't know. All I'm saying is that looking through forums
can give a distorted view. They don't tend to attract too many happy and contented owners.
Good luck in your quest for the perfect car. Chrishazle Senior Member. I only do 7k miles pa in
my S C, routinely see 45mpg, then 50ish on a long mainly motorway run, car is quiet, smooth,
comfortable - wife and I both love it. Admittedly this one is Elegance trim auto on 16" rims, so is
a bit of a softie I'm reting 17" wheels soonish , but with full leather interior, Comand, telephone
pre-wire, ipod pre-wire, heated seats - parktronic would have been nice, but it's one option the
original buyer did not order! Drive one - you might get a big surprise!! RFdesigner Senior
Member. I bought my first merc in ' I'd been looking at the series coupes Then I tried an auto. I
would never go back.. Auto's make traffc jams bearable. Modern boxes know not to change gear
on the limit in corners, they can change more reliably and quicker than you can, and they will
always pick the optimum revs to change when pushed.. Merc dropped the 6cyl with the facelift.
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squeaky steering wheel The workshop is asking me to change the whole steering rack which is
very expensive and not justified so just checking if anyone knew what this sound is about.
Around 8k miles a year approx. Which one would you I obtained one from an overseas supplier
but although it stated that it was for the W it was incorrect. The supplied version stated "with
memory", and had the number Can this I went to a nearby MB garage to claim for the extended
guarantee, but they conveniently refused even to analyze asking bucks for the analysis I have
finally managed to get hold of the E class control unit and know that it is a straight swap plug
and play. The current alloys are 18" and the majority of the alloys that I have found in the The
car was first registered in June M What is this reservoir for. Im trying to fill up the engine
coolant on my sister cd w model. However there are 2 reservoirs with the coolant label on them.
If you are looking at the engine there is one of the left and it's black. There is also one on the
right and you can see inside it but it's smaller than the one P Smart key not working C class
Hello there I have a problem with a Mercedes c class cdi smart key, it will. Not unlock the
steering to start the car, the batteries have been replaced in the remote, I don't know if it the
remote central locking was working before the batteries were changed but it certainly doesn't
now, any You can manually close the it and it will latch. Any ideas as to what maybe wrong?
Does anyone have any experience of buying boot liners or tubs, or can anyone recommend any
particular sellers? G How do I remove front plate holder? W I have a C Class Coupe. The front
number plate holder has dented where someone has reversed into the front of my car so I need
to replace it. G C Class Facelift cornering bulbs not working. I had a message on my dash
saying my right cornering light had stopped working, which it had. I got some h7 K halogen
bulbs and replaced both the left and right bulb. The error message has disappeared but now
neither cornering light seems to work and I was wondering why this is? I read It has miles on it.
The engine has been remapped. I was driving home and I did get my car to quite a high rpm in
second gear to accelerate and suddenly I hear a hiss noise like a balloon coming off a Smith
Thread Sep 9, c c lass engine loss of acceleration loss of power manual mercedes petrol turbo
Replies: 3 Forum: Engine, Drivetrain, Fuel and Exhaust. I What to buy? On the look out for a C
class Does anyone know what type of wheels these are please? They are from a breakers and
were described as from a C class. The first image is one I found new but no name and the
second is one of the actual ones I bought. As the title says, I'm experiencing a P Noob here! Phil
Thread Feb 10, c c lass garmin new c c lass sat nav Replies: 3 Forum: Introduce yourself. The
company provides high levels of customer service and quality workmanship, at competitive
prices. Call Mark on or This site uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor your
experience and to keep you logged in if you register. By continuing to use this site, you are
consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦. Top Bottom. It looks like you're new
here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Did you get a good deal? Be sure to
come back and share! Edmunds Moderator. Can I please get advise on the below deal? Thank
you. Be sure to come back and let us know! Post a pic of your new purchase or lease! Can I
please have MF, RV, and incentives for c 4matic sedan for 36 months 7, miles per year zip code
? Are December numbers in? May I please get the mf, residual, and any incentives fora C43
cabriolet. Looking at a C63 4dr. Thanks a ton! Many thanks! Zip Thank you! Thank you so
much!! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides.
Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. November edited November
in Mercedes-Benz. November Veto Posts: 5. Michaell Colorado Posts: , Veto said:. AlexAlex
Posts: AlexAlex said:. And for c 4matic coupe please! December AMG22 Posts: AMG22 said:.
December edited December Michaell said:. Armor1 Posts: 7. Armor1 said:. MBNomad Posts: 4.
MBNomad said:. And if the zip code makes any difference then , please. Sign In or Register to
comment. See hidden discussions Win great prizes Get free support. Forums New posts Search
forums. What's new New posts New profile posts Latest activity. Members Current visitors New
profile posts Search profile posts. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced
searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. New Mimecast Giveaway - R2, up for grabs - Enter
here. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser
before proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It may not display this or other
websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. FiestaST Honorary
Master. Joined Aug 9, Messages 74, The facelift of the W C-Class. The design of the exterior and
interior benefits from a stylish makeover. The electronic architecture is completely new. Options

include a fully digital instrument display and multimedia systems featuring customised
information and music offerings. The assistance systems likewise benefit from the new
electronic architecture and are now on a par with those of the S-Class. The brand sold a
combined total of over , Saloon and Estate models worldwide in The new-look C-Class
combines emotionality with intelligence. The vehicle's new appearance is defined in particular
by its front end and the design of the headlamps and tail lights. On the new version, the AMG
Line features the diamond radiator grille as standard. The front bumpers have been redesigned
for all lines. The design of the front and rear lamps is defined by clear-lined contours.
High-quality, sculpted details underline the sophisticated look and feel. The sporty interior
displays a premium look and feel as well as flowing forms. The centre console is characterised
by an elegant flowing trim. This is available in open-pore brown walnut or open-pore anthracite
oak. The 3D real wood veneer in the centre console combines a hand-crafted character with a
modern feel. The Mercedes-Benz C-Class adopts the control and display concept from the
current S-Class and comes with the option of a fully digital instrument display with three
individually selectable display styles. The C-Class has touch-sensitive controls in the steering
wheel. The new Mercedes-Benz C-Class features the latest driving assistance systems, offering
the driver cooperative support and providing for a higher standard of active safety than its
predecessor. The C-Class is able to drive semi-autonomously in certain situations. The C-Class
also uses map and navigation data for assistance functions. Each headlamp incorporates 84
individually controllable LEDs. These allow extremely quick and precise, electronically
controlled adjustment of the headlamps to suit the current traffic situation. It systematically
uses the functions of the climate control system including fragrancing and the seats heater,
ventilation, massage as well as lighting and musical moods, and enables a specific wellness
set-up tailored to the mood and need of the customer. This has positive effects on wellbeing
and driver performance. Last edited: Feb 12, The electrified drivetrains are based around a new
hybrid system. It operates in combination with a four-cylinder petrol engine in the new Ce and a
four-cylinder diesel engine in the Cde. The new EQ-Power system increases the output of the
electric motor by 40bhp over that used by the existing four-year-old h to bhp. Mercedes is
remaining tight-lipped about the combined system outputs for the new Ce and Cde. The two
plug-in hybrids will go on sale in the UK later this year as part of a facelifted C-Class line-up that
will make its public debut in saloon and estate bodystyles at the Geneva motor show in March.
The revisions include a number of subtle styling upgrades, including reprofiled bumpers with
added chrome highlights, new headlights and a new diamond-pattern grille insert for AMG Line
models. Inside, the facelifted C-Class retains the basic dashboard design of the outgoing model,
together with updated analogue instruments and a 7. Optional equipment includes a new
However, it forgoes the touchscreen control and connectivity functions of the more advanced
system in the new A-Class. It will also be offered with new remote parking pilot and driving
assistance package plus systems. The facelifted C-Class will have three diesel models: the bhp
Cd, bhp Cd and bhp Cd. Three petrol models feature in the line-up: the C, C and C The C uses a
1. In the C, a mild hybrid with EQ-Boost badging, the engine delivers a nominal bhp, with an
added 17bhp available on kickdown when the alternator acts as an electric motor to boost
performance. In the C, it gets a higher state of tune at bhp, but no electric assistance. But the
Stuttgart-based brand will have another rather important vehicle in attendance: the facelifted
C-Class sedan. In addition, yet more semi-autonomous technology has trickled down to the
premium sedan which, of course, is built in East London, South Africa from the flagship
S-Class. The refreshed C-Class gains a new front end, complete with redesigned headlamps
now optionally available in Multibeam LED form. Models equipped with the AMG Line as seen in
the images above feature a diamond-pattern grille as standard. The revised front bumper now
features a silver trim strip in standard form, a chrome-plated trim strip in Avantgarde exterior
guise or a three-part chrome trim strip in Exclusive specification. And the tail-lamps have been
updated, too, with the rear bumper boasting a new lower section geometry, trim and tailpipe
trim will vary according to the selected equipment and engine variant. Inside, new colour
combinations are offered, while the C-Class now also comes with the option of a 12,3-inch, fully
digital instrument display, with three individually selectable styles. Touch-sensitive controls
have been added to the steering wheel, along with new buttons for the operation of the cruise
control system these were previously housed on a satellite stalk behind the wheel. And the
touchpad with controller in the centre console now features haptic feedback. No official word
yet on whether this facelift will include any powertrain revisions, but early rumours suggest the
C-Class will inherit new engines from the E-Class range, along with fresh hybrid options. Stay
tuned for more on that. Extensive measures now make the entry-level models, the C43 4Matic
Saloon combined fuel consumption: 9. The AMG radiator grille in a twin-louvre design, the
powerfully sculpted front apron and the new rear apron with round twin tailpipe trim elements

visibly enhance the new C43 models and give them an even more distinct positioning. The
interior benefits from an optional fully digital cockpit with unmistakable AMG displays and the
new generation of AMG steering wheels. The 3. One major component in this success story was
the implementation of the series models, which have thrilled our customers worldwide since the
market launch in The high demand and positive feedback have encouraged us to sharpen up
not only the appearance of the facelift, but also its performance, efficiency and dynamism in
true AMG style," says Tobias Moers, Chairman of Mercedes-AMG GmbH. For this the AMG
development engineers have increased the output of the 3. The peak torque of Nm is available
from to rpm. The reworked powerplant, which receives larger turbochargers operating at a
maximum pressure of 1. Torque, however, remains the same as before, continuing to peak at lb
ft on a band of revs between and rpm. Despite the increase in power, Mercedes-AMG does not
claim any improvement in overall performance, with both the four-wheel drive C43 4Matic
saloon and estate boasting the same official mph times as their predecessors at 4. At the same
time, their top speeds remain limited to mph. Revealed at the Geneva motor show, the facelifted
C43 4Matic saloon and estate are also distinguished from the models they replace by a series of
subtle exterior styling tweaks, including a new twin-blade grille, more heavily structured front
bumper with an altered air duct design, a rear deck spoiler now in the same colour as the car, a
reworked rear bumper with a larger diffuser and new look twin round chromed tailpipes. As an
option, buyers can also order the new models with an optional AMG styling package. It adds a
splitter element within the front bumper, wider sills underneath the doors and an altered rear
bumper. In line with standard versions of the facelifted C-class, the new C43 4Matic saloon and
estate also receive a updated interior with a digital instrument cluster and And now the German
brand has revealed its updated C43 sedan, which gains styling tweaks and more power. Thanks
to yet more tinkering primarily via the addition of larger turbochargers from the folks over at
Affalterbach, the 3,0-litre V6 twin-turbo engine now delivers kW up 17 kW from the kW in the
pre-facelift model and an unchanged N. The rear apron has also been redesigned and a more
aggressive diffuser adopted. Inside, a fully digital instrument cluster with 12,3-inch screen can
be optionally specified. Mistro Well-Known Member. Joined Feb 16, Messages The round
exhaust look odd :wtf:. As before, power is transferred to the road by a nine-speed automatic
gearbox and rear-biased, AMG-tuned 4Matic all-wheel-drive system. Styling changes are subtle,
with the C43 getting a new twin-louvre grille design upfront, finished in matt iridium silver, as
well as new aprons front and back and two fresh alloy wheel designs. Buyers can opt for an
AMG styling package that brings a more prominent front splitter, broader side skirts and a
spoiler lip. Moving inside, the C43 is now available with a Unlike in the latest A and E-Class, the
instrument and infotainment screens are not adjacent - instead the former is built into the
deep-set instrument cowls to create a far sportier effect. Also lifting the cabin ambience are a
redesigned flat-bottom steering wheel, with galvanised gearshift paddles, and new dashboard
trim elements, including open-pore oak wood and walnut and longitudinal-grain aluminium. As
for gadgets, the Track Pace system has been improved to provide keen drivers with even more
dynamic data, including lap and sector times, and for less exciting situations the Energising
Comfort Control system has been added to the options list, networking the various comfort
systems including ventilation, lighting and music to create mood-specific wellness
programmes. The facelifted C-Class range is due to go on sale in South Africa around mid-year,
with C43 models possibly following at a later stage. BlackMamba Expert Member. Joined May
21, Messages 1, Mercedes says four engine options will be offered at launch the local line-up,
however, has yet to be announced , with further variants to follow at a later stage. The first is
the new C, which employs a new-generation turbocharged 1,5-litre four-cylinder petrol unit
worth kW and N. A N. Mercedes-Benz says a new 2,0-litre petrol engine will follow, along with a
plug-in diesel hybrid. Expect the updated C-Class to hit the South African market in the third
quarter of Take a look at what you can expect from the latest C-Class Mercedes-Benz has
implemented a host of changes to its successful C-Class range and although the changes may
be perceived to be a meer nip-and-tuck, the brand cites the changes to be the most significant
in the C's history. The interior, however, incorporates a host of new technologies including new
electronic architecture which is now said to be on par with the S-Class. A newly-designed
steering wheel now affords access to more onboard and infotainment systems and the
integrated control buttons respond to sweeps of the thumb, as they do in the E-Class. Most
notably, an all-digital Predictably, the infotainment system has been upgraded too, with a new
You can also expect to see Intelligent Drive electronic assistance features, such as upgraded
radar and camera systems, as well as semi-autonomous driving functionality on the options list.
As for engines, a new 4-cylinder, 1. This mild hybrid offering is supplemented with a volt
onboard network and the EQ Boost integrated starter-generator that produces an additional
10kW and Nm at lower revs. The C will also be be offered with all-wheel drive and

new-generation 2. On the diesel front, a new 4-cylinder 2. The sprint from zero to kph will take 4.
Local availability? The Mercedes-Benz C-Class is produced in East London for local and
international markets and production of the facelifted C-Class is due to start in July with local
introduction expected during the third quarter of Local specification and pricing will be
announced closer to launch and we will keep you informed as more information becomes
available. The design of the vehicles is one of the main reasons for purchasing in Europe. Both
models are produced at the Mercedes-Benz Bremen plant. Shortly after the saloon and estate,
the two-door models too are benefiting from extensive revisions. Many opportunities for
individualisation, e. Shared visual features are the twin-louvre AMG radiator grille, muscular
front apron and new rear apron with round twin tailpipe trim elements. The interior benefits from
an optional fully digital cockpit with distinctive AMG displays and the new generation of
steering wheels. With a host of carefully coordinated measures, the developers at AMG have
further improved the driving dynamics. The peak torque of Newton-metres is available in a
broad engine speed band from to rpm. The appearance of the reworked two-door C-Class
models follows the unveiling of the facelifted four-door C-Class saloon and estate at the recent
Geneva motor show. Along with some predictably subtle exterior styling tweaks and upgraded
interior appointments, they have a series of midlife mechanical changes, including a more
powerful engine in the four-wheel-drive C43 4Matic. That model retains the same turbocharged
3. Despite the increase in power for the new C43 4Matic, though, Mercedes-AMG quotes the
same mph and top speed figures as the outgoing model at a respective 4. Also new for the
facelifted C-Class is an entry-level EQ Boost mild-hybrid powertrain to be offered in selected
markets, including the UK, from the middle of the year. It operates in combination with the
belt-driven alternator and lithium-ion battery to recuperate up to 12kW of kinetic energy during
braking, as well as providing a coasting function that idles the engine during extended periods
on the overrun. Despite confirming it meets the latest Euro6d TEMP emissions standards,
Mercedes has yet to provide official fuel consumption and CO2 emission figures for the new
model. The new powertrain is part of a range of petrol-electric units from Mercedes, which also
includes the more powerful turbocharged 2. Mercedes has yet to confirmed details of the C EQ
Boost, although insiders have told Autocar that its combustion engine develops bhp and lb ft,
with an added 16bhp and lb ft available via a belt-driven alternator. It replaces the older
turbocharged 2. The two-door models likewise gain fresh engine options. The C 4Matic,
meanwhile, is the same but adds all-wheel drive. The Cd uses a 2,0-litre four-cylinder
turbodiesel mill sending kW and N. The 4. Greater driving pleasure is guaranteed also by the
redefined drive programs, which allow further differentiation of the road performance of the
eight-cylinder engine. Visually, the looks of the new C63 are even more emotionally appealing:
the AMG-specific radiator trim underscores the brand identity while emphasising the muscular
appearance. We have therefore increasingly expanded our C-Class offer: customers can now
choose between twelve models from the C-Class family. The perfected driving dynamics and
expressive design underscore the powerful, muscular character of the rear-wheel drive icon.
Even greater emphasis on brand identity: the exterior design The exterior of the new C63
underscores the brand identity of the performance models with the AMG-specific radiator trim
with vertical louvres in high-gloss chrome. With a redesigned transverse fin in the outer air
inlets, the front apron in A-wing design gives an even stronger emphasis to the width of the
vehicle. When viewed from the side, eye-catching features include the sporty side skirts plus
aerodynamically optimised AMG light-alloy wheels. Their specifically designed outer aero rings
and spoke geometry which has been optimised in the wind tunnel help to improve the air flow
around the wheels and thus increase aerodynamic efficiency. The developers aimed for the
optimal combination of aerodynamics, weight and brake cooling, for maximum performance and
optimum efficiency. There is a choice of two aerodynamically optimised wheel designs for the C
in the standard specification, the vehicles are shod with inch spoke aero-wheels, painted in
tantalite grey with a high-sheen finish. Standard on the S-variants and optional for the basic
models, there is another, inch design with five twin spokes, also painted in tantalite grey with a
high-sheen finish. Redesigned rear view The rear view, too, with two remodelled twin tailpipe
trim elements in high-gloss chrome, has a muscular look, which is reinforced by the new, more
expressive diffuser. The S-versions are additionally provided with a diffuser board. The lateral
air curtain look of the rear apron makes for improved air flow at the rear end, as does the spoiler
lip on the boot lid Estate: roof spoiler , which is painted in the vehicle colour. New trim and
equipment details: the interior design The interior reinforces the dynamic calibre of the new C63
with numerous details. New options for all four body styles include trim in anthracite open-pore
oak wood, open-pore walnut plus the combination of longitudinal-grain aluminium for the doors
and black open-pore ash wood for the centre console. Performance seats with extended
features The optional AMG Performance seats provide optimum lateral support when adopting a

dynamic driving style thanks to the special design of the seat side bolsters of the seat cushion
and backrest. As an option, the seat side bolsters can be perfectly adjusted to the body
contours by means of built-in air cushions. The Performance seats additionally lend the interior
a sporty, distinctive character with their integral head restraints. The seats can not only be
heated, but now also climatised in three levels in conjunction with leather upholstery. The AMG
Performance seats are available in all upholstery options. Interior with innovative display
concept and operating system Whether with touchpad and Controller, Touch Control buttons on
the steering wheel or via voice entry: the operating system of the C63 is just as versatile as it is
flexible. All options are aimed at enabling the control tasks to be carried out as conveniently,
quickly and appropriately to the situation as possible. Just as flexible is the display of the
optional fully digital instrument cluster in front of the driver with The C63 gets adaptive damping
adjustment as standard, adjusting the damping at each wheel as required. Visually, the
facelifted model
cycle deck
electrical wiring diagrams
2005 honda accord oxygen sensor
adopts the AMG-specific radiator trim with vertical louvres in chrome, a design feature which is
spreading across AMG models to create further differentiation with standard Mercedes models.
Inside, there is a new generation of AMG steering wheel which has a flattened bottom section
and is perforated in the grip area. All four variants keep the 4. The fastest, and lightest, model is
the C63 S coupe which hits mph in 3. First deliveries are scheduled for October. Mercedes-AMG
C63 gains fresh look and more gears! A multiple downshift function allows more spontaneous
bursts of speed, while the brand claims faster gear-shifts overall. Interestingly, Mercedes-AMG
has now made the electronically controlled rear-axle limited-slip differential standard on all C63
variants. An alternative here is the 10,inch media display with a resolution of x pixels , which
comes standard in conjunction with the Comand Online system. You must log in or register to
reply here. Subscribe to our daily newsletter.

